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Remember that monster on the wing of the airplane? William
Shatner saw it on The Twilight Zone, John Lithgow saw it in
the movie-even Bart Simpson saw it. "Nightmare at 20,000
Feet" is just one of many classic horror stories by Richard
Matheson that have insinuated themselves into our collective
imagination. Here are more than twenty of Matheson's most
memorable tales of fear and paranoia, including: "Duel," the
nail-biting tale of man versus machines that inspired Steven
Spielberg's first film; "Prey," in which a terrified woman is
stalked by a malevolent Tiki doll, as chillingly captured in yet
another legendary TV moment; "Blood Son," a disturbing
portrait of a strange little boy who dreams of being a vampire;
"Dress of White Silk," a seductively sinister tale of evil and
innocence. Personally selected by Richard Matheson, the
bestselling author of I Am Legend and What Dreams May
Come, these and many other stories, more than demonstrate
why he is rightfully regarded as one of the finest and most
influential horror writers of our generation. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
When you are criticized or rejected, do you have a tendency
to lash out or withdraw entirely? Both types of knee-jerk
reactions can have lasting and unintended consequences,
affecting our friendships, careers, families, and romantic
relationships. The truth is, overreacting hurts us as much as it
hurts the people around us. You may see overreacting as an
unchangeable part of your personality, but in reality, this
tendency, like any other, can be unlearned. Stop
Overreacting helps you identify your emotional triggers,
discover a new way of processing impulsive thoughts and
feelings, and understand how your emotions can undermine
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your ability to think rationally in moments of crisis and stress.
You'll learn how to neutralize overwhelming emotions and
choose healthy responses instead of flying off the handle.
Ready to make a change for the better? It's time to stop
overreacting and start feeling collected and in control.
For a Lord and a Lady, familiarity breeds contempt—and they
are about to get very familiar. Brought together at the start of
the London social season, Lady Georgina and Lord Vane are
immediately at odds. The Lord’s cool countenance annoys
Georgina to no end, while Lord Vane has no desire for his
orderly routine to be upended by the passionate Lady
Georgina. Forced together while under quarantine, will they
overcome their mutual dislike? Are they destined to be at
each other’s throats…or lips?
"Lose up to 16 lbs. in 14 days!"--Cover.
If you can build websites with CSS and JavaScript, this book
takes you to the next level—creating dynamic, database-driven
websites with PHP and MySQL. Learn how to build a
database, manage your content, and interact with users. With
step-by-step tutorials, this completely revised edition gets you
started with expanded coverage of the basics and takes you
deeper into the world of server-side programming. The
important stuff you need to know: Get up to speed quickly.
Learn how to install PHP and MySQL, and get them running
on both your computer and a remote server. Gain new
techniques. Take advantage of the all-new chapter on
integrating PHP with HTML web pages. Manage your content.
Use the file system to access user data, including images and
other binary files. Make it dynamic. Create pages that change
with each new viewing. Build a good database. Use MySQL
to store user information and other data. Keep your site
working. Master the tools for fixing things that go wrong.
Control operations. Create an administrative interface to
oversee your site.
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Through watercolor illustrations and rhythmic rhymes, this
book tours a friendly farm, counting familiar farm animals
along the way
In the Frontier Territories of Carvecia, a bear fisherman
stopping briefly along a river trade town has an unexpected
encounter with a mysterious canine gentleman on the run
from dangerous bounty hunters. Circumstance brings these
two unlikely men together on their travels. Pursued by agents
of a conspiracy born in International waters, facing the
elements and their own limitations, they must decide for
themselves what is worth fighting for in life - and what
connections matter most.

"Siblings Bob and Tom get a dog with spots. This Alevel story uses decodable text to raise confidence in
early readers. The book uses a combination of sight
words and short-vowel words in repetition to build
recognition. Original illustrations help guide readers
through the text."-Farm Counting BookMinistering Cross-CulturallyAn
Incarnational Model for Personal RelationshipsBaker
Academic
A tale of Tinseltown insanity and one woman's
journey from Hollywood Nobody to somebody in her
own right.
Minister more effectively to people of different
cultural and social backgrounds with this
incarnational model of cross-cultural ministry.
Based on Zero Belly Diet, the revolutionary
bestselling weight-loss plan from NBC News health
and wellness contributor David Zinczenko, creator of
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Eat This, Not That!, Zero Belly Cookbook is a
groundbreaking collection of recipes that will teach
anyone how to cook beautifully, lose weight fast, and
get healthier in just minutes a day. SEE THE
DELICIOUS DIFFERENCE IN JUST FOURTEEN
DAYS! Strip away up to 16 pounds in two weeks with
the weight-loss power of gourmet superfoods. Ever
since the arrival of David Zinczenko’s bestselling
Zero Belly Diet—with its proven formula to rev up
metabolism, melt away fat, and turn off the genes
that cause weight gain—fans have been clamoring for
more scrumptious, waist-slimming recipes to add to
their weekly menus. Zinczenko answers the call in
Zero Belly Cookbook—a collection of more than 150
quick, simple, restaurant-quality meals that will
improve how you eat, feel, and live. • Metabolismboosting breakfasts: Set your metabolism racing with
the all-day fat-burning protein power of Spinach and
Onion Strata and the superfood-packed Apple Pie
Muffins. • Flat-belly lunches: Quell hunger with lowcalorie, belly-flattening takes on such indulgent
favorites as Turkey Meatball Heroes with Onion and
Peppers. • Fat-melting dinners: Celebrate easy,
automatic weight loss in gourmet style with Green
Tea Poached Salmon with Bok Choy or Steak Frites
with Arugula Chimichurri and Asparagus. • Slimming
snacks: Nibble your way slim with Spicy Popcorn,
Fresh Figs and Ricotta, and Avocado with Crab
Salad. • Healthy, decadent desserts: Cap off a day
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of perfect eating with Raspberry Poached Pears,
Black Forest Cookies, or Watermelon Wedges with
Whipped Cream, Walnuts, and Mint. Including tasty
dishes from such celebrated chefs as Jason
Lawless, Susan Feniger, Chris Jaeckle, and Anita
Lo, these tantalizing, easy-to-prepare recipes are
specifically designed to target the fat that matters
most to your health: belly fat. Regardless of your
health history, your lifestyle, or even your genes,
Zero Belly Cookbook will give you the power to
flatten your belly, heal your body, soothe your soul,
and live better than ever.
The various letters of the alphabet are illustrated by
descriptions of farm animals and discussions of life
on a farm
"""The report is essential reading for policy makers,
government workers, and academics pursuing the
goal of equitable, sustainable development across
the world."" - N. R. Narayana Murthy, Chairman and
Chief Mentor Infosys Technologies Ltd. Information
and communication technology (ICT) is rapidly
evolving, changing rich and poor societies alike. It
has become a powerful tool for participating in the
global economy and for offering new opportunities
for development efforts. ICT can and should
advance economic growth and reduce poverty in
developing countries. It has been 20 years since the
first telephone operator was privatized, a little over
10 since the World Wide Web emerged, and 5 since
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the telecommunications bubble burst. How have the
ICT sector and its role in development evolved?
What have we learned? How can we move forward?
Information and Communications for Development
2006: Global Trends and Policies contains lessons
from both developed and developing countries. It
examines the roles of the public and private sectors,
identifying the challenges and the benefits of
adopting and expanding ICT use. The report
assesses topics essential to building an information
society, including investment, access, diffusion, and
country policies and strategies. Assessing what has
worked, what hasn't, and why, this report is an
invaluable guide for understanding how to capture
the benefits of ICT around the world."
Considered by many to be Lithuania's most
important work of modernist fiction, this novel tells
the story of Antanas Garsva, an emigre poet working
as an elevator operator in a large New York hotel in
the 1950s.
Dream Journal Keep it beside your bed and jot down
your dreams in the morning. A4 (8.27" x 11.69" / 21
x 29.7 cm) 50 pages Space for sketch/picture Track
related dreams
Build your own kitchen cabinets! You don't need a
showroom full of equipment or expertise in calculus
to build your own kitchen cabinets. In fact, Danny
Proulx's concise, easy-to-follow instructions enable
you to create incredible kitchens with just a few
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power tools—a table saw, circular saw, router and
drill. Completely revised and updated, Build Your
Own Kitchen Cabinets, Second Edition, provides
start-to-finish guidelines for crafting upper and lower
cabinets, plus practical information on kitchen
design, material selection and tool shortcuts.
Proulx's instruction is practical, easy to understand
and time-tested, refined in his own shop, and taught
by him in countless seminars and workshops. You'll
learn how to plan, design, construct and install your
own complete handmade kitchen, from simple
cabinets and over-the-sink cupboards to lazy-Susan
shelving, stemware, storage and more: • Combine
the beauty of traditional face-frame cabinetry with
the strength and simplicity of European cabinetry
and hardware • Build drawers, pull-outs and flip-outs
to maximize storage space • Use European hinges,
adjustable legs and other specialized hardware to
take the guesswork out of construction and
installation • Use simple butt joints to build strong
cabinets quickly • Customize your cabinets' looks
with a variety of door styles, countertops and finishes
Page after page, Danny Proulx proves that you can
build your own beautiful kitchen cabinets.
Allows readers to lift flaps and explore facts about
the Earth, including its gases, oceans, mountains,
and changing climates. On board pages.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Lose up to a
pound a day and curb your craving for sweets with
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delicious recipes and simple, science-based food
swaps from David Zinczenko, NBC’s health and
wellness contributor and bestselling author of Zero
Belly Diet, Zero Belly Smoothies, and Eat This, Not
That! With Zero Sugar Diet, #1 New York Times
bestselling author David Zinczenko continues his
twenty-year mission to help Americans live their
happiest and healthiest lives, uncovering
revolutionary new research that explains why you
can’t lose weight—and shows that it’s not your fault!
The true culprit is sugar—specifically added
sugars—which food manufacturers sneak into almost
everything we eat, from bread to cold cuts to yogurt,
peanut butter, pizza, and even “health” foods. Until
now, there’s been no way to tell how much added
sugar you’re eating—or how to avoid it without
sacrifice. But with the simple steps in Zero Sugar
Diet, you’ll be able to eat all your favorite foods and
strip away unnecessary sugars—losing weight at a
rate of up to one pound per day, while still enjoying
the sweeter things in life. By replacing empty
calories with essential ones—swapping in whole
foods and fiber and swapping out added
sugars—you’ll conquer your cravings and prevent the
blood sugar surge that leads to some of the worst
health scourges in America today, including
abdominal fat, diabetes, heart disease, cancer, liver
disease, fatigue, and tooth decay. And all it takes is
14 days. You’ll be stunned by the reported results:
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Lisa Gardner, 49, lost 10 pounds Tara Anderson, 42,
lost 10 pounds David Menkhaus, 62, lost 15 pounds
Ricky Casados, 56, lost 12 pounds You, too, can
melt away belly fat, boost your energy levels and
metabolism, and take control of your health and your
life, armed with a comprehensive grocery list of fresh
produce, proteins, whole grains, and even prepared
meals, accompanied by two weeks’ worth of fiberrich breakfast, lunch, dinner, and snack recipes and
real-life results from successful Zero Sugar dieters.
The fat-burning formula for long-term weight loss
and optimal health is at your fingertips. Join in the
crusade and say goodbye to added sugars—and
goodbye to your belly—with Zero Sugar Diet! Praise
for Zero Sugar Diet “Zero Sugar Diet targets an
easily identifiable enemy, comparing excess sugar in
our diet to a deadly virus. . . . Well, that got my
attention.”—The New York Times Book Review “A
user-friendly guide [that provides] a wealth of helpful
information and tools for those wishing to limit added
sugars in their diet.”—Library Journal “This plan is
informative and entertaining (e.g., a chart converts
common meals to their equivalent in donuts; ‘an
open letter from your pancreas’) and will help
readers rein in cravings and become savvy monitors
of added sugar consumption.”—Publishers Weekly
Many kids play video games or ride on skateboards.
But long ago, these fun activities didn't exist. Kids
rode around on roller skates. They played games
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with jacks and marbles. What other toys and games
have changed over time? Read this book to find out!
Learn how daily life has changed over time in the
Comparing Past and Present series-part of the
Lightning Bolt Books collection. With high-energy
designs, exciting photos, and fun text, Lightning Bolt
Books bring nonfiction topics to life!
Invites young readers to learn the numbers one to
ten using simple text, tactile surfaces, and
illustrations of farm animals.
A third edition of this book is now available. Now in a
fully updated edition, this knowledgeable and readerfriendly text gives a conceptual and historical
overview of American foreign relations from the
founding to the present. Providing students with a
solid and readily understandable framework for
evaluating American foreign policy decisions, Joyce
P. Kaufman clearly explains key decisions and why
they were made. Compact yet thorough, the book
offers instructors a concise introduction that can be
easily supplemented with other sources.
The author explains the principles and techniques of
the Lorayne Link and Peg Method of memory
training
Expanded hardcover edition of expert's popular
guide features 23 classic patterns for Aran sweaters,
mittens, moccasins, and other items. Suitable for
intermediate to advanced knitters. Includes new
color photos, sizing charts, and more.
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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Lose up to 16
Pounds in 14 Days with Zero Belly Smoothies!
Watch the pounds disappear—with the press of a
button! That’s all it takes to blend up a Zero Belly
Smoothie, a unique mix of supernutrients that will
flatten your gut, boost your metabolism, heal your
digestive system, and turn off your fat genes for
good. With fat-burning proteins and a specially
selected array of high-powered fruits and
vegetables, Zero Belly Smoothies—based on the New
York Times bestseller Zero Belly Diet—are the fastest
and most delicious ways ever created to sip off the
pounds! Inside you’ll find a complete shopping
guide, a bonus cleanse program, and more than 100
intensely flavorful recipes, including tasty green
drinks, fresh and fruity smoothies, nutty, chocolatey
shakes, and savory surprises. Zero Belly Smoothies
will help you • Lose up to 16 pounds in 14 days. •
Melt away stubborn fat, from your belly first. • Put an
end to bloating and discomfort. • Detox from
unhealthy foods so you enjoy all-day energy. • Turn
off your fat storage genes and make long-term
weight loss effortless. • Look and feel younger and
healthier than ever!
Master storyteller P.W. Catanese begins the Books
of Umber trilogy with Happenstance Found—now
available in paperback—when twelve-yearold
Happenstance awakens in a cave with no memory of
who he is or how he came to be there. Lord Umber
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and his companions rescue Hap, and the group sets
out on dangerous and unusual missions that
continue in Dragon Games. Hap’s and Umber’s
journeys take them to the corrupt kingdom of
Sarnica, where Umber’s nemesis has acquired
some dragon eggs. Umber wants to study a new
magical species, but what starts as a quest for
knowledge turns into a dangerous rescue operation.
The deft plotting of these actionpacked, heartstopping adventures will pique the imagination and
leave readers anxious for the final installment.
From the bestselling, award-winning authorillustrator team of Doreen Cronin and Kevin Cornell
comes the first book in a heavily illustrated, hilarious
chapter book series about the adventures of a dog
detective. Perfect for fans of Sara Pennypacker's
Clementine series and Jarrett J. Krosoczka's Lunch
Lady series. J.J. Tully is a former search-and-rescue
dog who is trying to enjoy his retirement after years
of performing daring missions saving lives. So he's
not terribly impressed when two chicks named Dirt
and Sugar (who look like popcorn on legs) and their
chicken mom show up demanding his help to find
their missing siblings. Driven by the promise of a
cheeseburger, J.J. begins to track down clues. Is
Vince the Funnel hiding something? Are there dark
forces at work—or is J.J. not smelling the evidence
that's right in front of him?
Sweig shatters the mythology surrounding the
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Cuban Revolution in a compelling revisionist history
that reconsiders the revolutionary roles of Castro
and Guevara and restores to a central position the
leadership of the Llano. Granted unprecedented
access to the classified records of Castro's 26th of
July Movement's underground operatives--the only
scholar inside or outside of Cuba allowed access to
the complete collection in the Cuban Council of
State's Office of Historic Affairs--she details the
debates between Castro's mountain-based guerrilla
movement and the urban revolutionaries in Havana,
Santiago, and other cities.
A case of amnesia and a desperate lie are the start
to an irresistible tale of love in this Regency romance
from the author of Scandal’s Child. When Mary
Masterton gazes into the eyes of a handsome
stranger and informs him that they’re engaged, he
has no reason to doubt her. After all, his head injury
has resulted in a complete loss of memory. Mary,
however, clearly remembers the stable fire and the
brave man who saved her prized horses—this man
before her now, who has unwittingly become her
fiancé to thwart the advances of a loathsome suitor.
Richard’s signet ring is the only clue to the
stranger’s true identity as the Duke of Avalon.
Determined to reclaim his past, he begs Mary to
accompany him on a journey to track down the
ring’s meaning. Having rescued herself from a
loveless marriage and the plans of her scheming
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relatives, Mary once more faces a seemingly
hopeless situation. But as she falls deeply in love
with Richard, she vows to tell him the truth. If only
the truth were as simple as deceit. “A talented
author with a real gift for linking the modern reader to
the glamorous past.” —RT Book Reviews
Maggie Quinn, girl reporter. Honors student,
newspaper staffer, yearbook photographer. Six
weeks from graduation and all she wants to do is get
out of Avalon High in one piece. A sensible nerd
would have kept her head down, done her drive-by
photo shoot of the prom, and continued the
countdown to Deploma Day. But fate seems to have
different plans for Maggie. High school may be a
natural breeding ground for evil, but the scent of fire
and brimstone is still a little out of the ordinary. It's
the distinct smell of sulfur that makes Maggie
suspect that something's a bit off. And when real
Twilight Zone stuff starts happening to the school's
ruling clique—the athletic elite and the head
cheerleader and her minions, all of whom happen to
be named Jessica—Maggie realizes it's up to her to
get in touch with her inner Nancy Drew and ferret out
who unleashed the ancient evil before all hell breaks
loose. Maggie has always suspected that prom is the
work of the devil, but it looks like her attendance will
be mandatory. Sometimes a girl's got to do some
pretty undesirable things if she wants to save her
town from soul-crushing demons from hell. And the
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cheerleading squad. "Dripping with wit on nearly
every page."-School Library Journal "Smart (and
smart-ass)."-KLIATT "There is a lot to like in this
story that takes on magic, romance, and even clique
politics."-Publisher's Weekly "Fans of shows like
Charmed and Buffy the Vampire Slayer will relish the
unflappable, edgy humor Maggie brings to her fight
against supernatural evil."-The Horn Book Magazine
"Sharp, sarcastic wit...[This book] will appeal to
supernatural fans of Meg Cabot's Mediator
series."-VOYA
With over two decades of classroom experience,
Michael Passer knows how to guide students
through the ins and outs of research methods in
ways they can actually understand and put into
practice. In this remarkable text, Passer's experience
leads to chapters filled with clear explanations,
resonant examples, and contemporary research
from across the breadth of modern psychology, all
while anticipating common questions and
misunderstandings.
This volume concerns several aspects of China's
changing market based economy. These include
commercial contract enforcement, corporate
structures, competition law and other issues related
to China's membership in the WTO. In the past two
decades, the rapid integration of China's economy
into the global marketplace has created obligations
and expectations of non-discrimination and
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regulatory transparency in domestic markets. The
Chinese government has responded by demanding
better governance within major companies, market
sectors and public administration generally.
However, as the articles in this volume show, it has
struggled to find a corporate structure capable of
absorbing external equity investment and
participation but still amenable to direct and indirect
state guidance. It has also moved cautiously in
creating legal controls over unfair competition.
Moreover, the protection of state owned enterprises,
which serve as vehicles for domestic economic,
social and political policy, has been a recurring issue
in China's WTO trade disputes.
Endorsed by the American Association of Sleep
Technologists (AAST) and widely used as the go-to
text in the field , Fundamentals of Sleep Technology,
3rd Edition, provides comprehensive, up-to-date
coverage of polysomnography and other
technologies in the evaluation and management of
sleep disorders in adults and children. This edition
has been extensively updated and expanded to
reflect current practice, the latest technology, and
the broader roles and responsibilities of the sleep
technologist. Content is enhanced with new
illustrations, tables, and treatment algorithms. This
textbook, written by and for sleep technologists, is
the ideal resource for those practicing in the field of
sleep medicine or preparing for licensing exams in
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sleep technology.
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